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Abstract 
This study was aimed at knowing Gen Z students’ perceptions in using Instagram as 
their learning environment platform to improve their vocabulary. Gen Z students as the 
foreign land generation need more attention and understanding. They have others 
convenience environment of learning English language. The research design was looked 
at by the case study research method. The total of the sample were 9 students in MAN 
KOTA Palangka Raya at X Mipa 2, XI Bahasa, and XII Mipa 6. The instruments of 
collecting data were used questionnaires, Interview, and Observation. The data were 
analyzed by combining the three instrument finding. The results finding covered: 1) 
Instagram was included as the part of their learning style, which was called by 
Edutainment. Instagram was claimed by Gen Z students as the part of their learning 
styles. It has made them feeling comfortable in learning English through Instagram. The 
students thought if the process of following some accounts has produced some input 
from every English creator contents’ posting. (2) Gen Z students were preferred using 
English video content to others media in Instagram. It was also found that Instagram 
was considered an interesting English vocabulary input. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Kathleen and Eric (2016,p. 85) believe that “bridging the possible divide 
between older and younger generations can be stimulating and affords an opportunity to 
rethink who current students are and what they need and want as learners”. According 
to Corey and Meghan in their book Gen Z goes to College (2015, p. 1) said that “Gen Z 
students might seem as if they are from the foreign land. Judgmental attitudes, lack of 
understanding and stereotyping are barriers that might stand in the way of older 
generations in understanding this culture. Native to the digital and online world, Gen Z 
will soon fully inhabit higher education and the workplace, taking on roles that will 
influence the physical world beyond the screen”. According to this statement, we know 
that Gen Z is having the differences in culture in many aspects, and also in English 
language learning aspect. The students need a help to deliver their perceptions on the 
learning process. 
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Salpini (2017, para 1) wrote in the retaildrive.com and believe in particular, Gen 
Z is much more influenced by Instagram (44%), Snapchat (21%) and Youtube (32%), 
than other generations. Mediavillage.com; conducted by AchoorFree (2015) believe that 
Instagram tops the list of 13 social media channel identified as most important to those 
born between 1996 – 2000 and post – 2005. The Gen Z Students were shaped by the 
technology, in this case, the most shaped which influencing Gen Z students were 
Instagram.   
There was a learning shift era, Millenial and Gen Z are the first generations of 
learning shift which from instructor- centered to learner-centered, it makes the learning 
is taken in everywhere (Gottipati & Shankararaman, 2017, p. 392).  Affordance is the 
quality of an object or an environment which allows an individual to perform an action. 
A knob affords twisting or to push, while a cord affords to pull. Gibson (1979, p. 127) 
defined affordances as “all action possibilities latent in the environment, objectively 
measurable and independent of the individual's ability to recognize them, but always in 
relation to the actor and therefore dependent on their capabilities”. These statements are 
likely told us if the learners nowadays can access every knowledge by the Internet, not 
to mention of Instagram.   
As we know that Instagram allows its users to share photos and one-minute 
videos with their followers (Instagram, 2018). Ray posted on fluentu.com (2018, para.1) 
that many users also use Instagram to share educational information. Since people from 
all over the world interact in this social network, it is only natural that there will be 
accounts which focus on English Language Learners. These accounts help you stayed 
motivated, regularly post also queries in the comment sections, but, learning English 
should not stay to limited learn grammar and vocabulary. 
Interesting of Gen Z to Instagram were so big, they use Instagram as like as their 
habits. They open it to spare the time, it’s like when the children get boring then play 
something. According to Ivanova & Smrikarov (2009,   p.6) “education and work play 
as minimal role in their lives and they don't see them as a means of survival". That's 
why Instagram need to see how it will increase the Gen Z perception about their 
vocabulary by the use of Instagram. 
In this study to make the process of study easier, the subject of the study was 
located in MAN Kota Palangka Raya. Furthermore, before the study happened the 
researchers used to have some conversation with some students about students’ 
activities on Instagram. That’s why the researchers decided the location of the study was 
in MAN Kota Palangka Raya. For the class which was chosen, the researchers were led 
by the school stakeholder to those class.  
The study focused on Gen Z students’ perceptions on the use of Instagram to 
improve EFL vocabulary. It will be conducted in MAN Kota Palangka Raya for XII 
MIPA 6, XI Bahasa, and X MIPA 2 whom will be classified as Gen Z students. They 
will be required as the students who were born like what Singh said that Gen Z was 
born between 1995 and 2012. They also had another judgment of requirements like they 
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were born as native digital (commonly in the high education level), their culture in the 
use of Instagram, they attitudes as same as Gen Z students itself. They must be having 
the characteristics of Gen Z students those are tech-savvy, social, multitasking, and 
speedy (Harmanto, 2014, p. 3 - 4). Furthermore, they must be following the English 
account on Instagram. The study will be limited on whom will be selected by the 
Instrument of the study.  
In having the criteria of Gen Z students, the researcher adopted the Gen Z 
Characteristics by Harmanto (2014, p. 3-4). First, teach – savvy was Members of Gen Z 
have never known life without personal computers, mobile phones, gaming systems, 
MP3 players and the Internet. They are true "digital natives," comfortable with e-mail, 
texting and computer applications. They are also able to grasp and master advances in 
technology more quickly than previous generations.  
Second, Social networking sites and instant messaging were common as Gen Z 
grew up, so they have little concern for privacy and no problem sharing even the most 
intimate details of their lives with virtual strangers. Cell phones, instant messages, and 
e-mail make communication immediate. As a result, a member of Gen Z is very 
collaborative and creative. 
Third, it is called by Multitasking. Gen Z is so comfortable with technology, it 
stands to reason they are also born multitaskers. They can text, read, watch, talk and eat 
all at the same time, a talent that stuns adults. Any answer they need to find, any news 
they need to know and any person they need to talk to is just a click away. While they 
are able to complete many tasks at once, each task gets divided attention, and the 
generation is losing the ability to focus and analyze lengthier, complex information. 
Fourth, it is called by speedy. A short attention span, perhaps brought on by the 
tendency to multitask, also requires information to be delivered in rapid, short bursts if 
it is to be understood. Gen Z thrives on instant gratification. With this has made us 
harder to teach, so teachers turn to more technologically advanced forms of teaching. 
We‘re all adapting to this new form of life alongside technology because society isn‘t 
going to go backward. We‘ve come so far and now people need to cope with these 
advantages, while still keeping our work ethic in check. With developing the technology 
we have lost the patience and work ethic that older generations had. Now the next step 
is finding a way for both of these to coexist.  
Furthermore, the next criteria were the students must be following English 
Accounts. The researchers need the real subject who have been capitalizing Instagram 
in their daily life. Those are the criteria which the subject must be had. 
METHOD  
This research was conducted as a qualitative study. The research design was 
used qualitative design because this study concerned with process. According to Ary 
(2010, p. 648) stated that “a qualitative research is a generic term for a variety of 
research approaches that study phenomena in their natural setting without 
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predetermined hypothesis”. The case study method “explores a real-life, contemporary 
bounded system (a case) or multiple bounded systems (cases) over time, through 
detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of information and reports 
a case description and case themes” (Creswell, 2013, p. 97) 
The research type of this study used a case study. The researcher has chosen a 
case study as the research type because the researcher could describe all phenomena 
based on the facts in MAN KOTA Palangka Raya (Sandra, 2006, p. 71).  The first 
research process that the researcher did to have the subject of the data that was the 
process of selecting Gen Z students in X Mipa 2, XI Bahasa, and XII Mipa 6 who had 
all of the criteria like what have been told before. The process of selecting data used the 
questionnaire. There are 80 students were given questionnaire, 30 students at X Mipa 2, 
28 students at XI Bahasa and 32 Students at XII Mipa 6. They were selected by the 
questionnaire as much as 9 students. 
After the researchers got the subjects, the researchers did the second process that 
was observation. The data were taken in their Instagram Account which has been told 
by them in the questionnaire. The researchers found that they were at least following an 
account which sharing something to learn English. The third data has come from the 
interview, the interview consisted of the criteria of Gen Z Students. 
FINDINGS 
How do Gen Z students perceive on Instagram as a platform to improve the 
vocabulary? 
Instagram was being overly popular in the Gen Z students’ ecology 
As the most popular social media platform in Gen Z students. Instagram was 
also the most loved and the most usage by them as a mobile application. It was like 
what their answering about the most loved and the most use of social media platform, 
they answered: 
 (Instagram, there are many contents which were given us the Knowledge. It was 
manned like about religion, politics, and the new update information) - M3-  
The most loved and most usages of Instagram was caused because they were the “digital 
natives” who comfortable with the Internet. It was also related to the Interview which 
they were said:  
 (Instagram, because there are many contents which are given us the Knowledge. 
It was like about religion, politics, and the new update information. The most 
important thing has I can learn about everything convenient on Instagram 
because I don’t have any intention to learn consciously) – M3 –   
The convenient feeling has made them accepting anything that comes from Instagram. 
They were not having pressure on learning through Instagram. The learning just 
happened without attention before.  
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Instagram was the edutainment platform  
One of Gen Z students learning style has edutainment. They were learned 
English by Instagram as learning style because they have learned by their normal way to 
entertain their selves. It was also related to data of Interviewed which Gen Z student 
said: 
 (Usually, the way to learn English on Instagram by seeing the video that posted, 
it was like the jokes video in English. Unconsciously I learn how to pronounce 
some words. But when I’ve gotten stuck on the meaning I’ll ask my old sister. 
But the most important thing that I learned and entertained myself by Instagram) 
– M1 –   
The learning on Instagram was like smooth learning. The Gen Z students built their own 
Instagram to be the ecology of English learning process to improve their vocabulary in 
both consciously and unconsciously. Digital contexts were made the Gen Z students 
were learning English both consciously and unconsciously. It was also reinforced by 
finding which have found in the Interview section where shown if the students feeling 
conscious and unconsciously. It has made them were not needed to prepared the time or 
place for learning English to improve the vocabulary. These all were sequenced to the 
Result of Interview which said: 
 (We just see the postings, and just immediately come through the brain) – M5 – 
 (Definitely, the advantage was the efficient time and place. But, the weakness 
was there were some people who cannot access the Internet to use Instagram) – 
M9 –   
The Gen Z students were also comfortable Instagram usage because they were “digital 
natives”. It made Instagram were acceptable on the public even though the sense of 
interesting postings which delivered by Instagram Account. It was like Gen Z students 
said through the interview: 
 (Literally, the advantage was the Instagram contents were more modern and 
received by the public. That was very interesting and fun).  – M4 –  
It has not shut down the possibility that vocabulary which was delivered via Instagram 
that was received well by Gen Z Students. 
The most followed account by Gen Z students was @guruku_mr.d, it was like 
what was shown in the observation section and interviewed section. The observation 
and Interviewed data have shown 6 participants were following the account. It was 
caused that the posting was posted some Interesting contents even the viral content 
which was related to some vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation or some vocabulary 
that the students seldom to know (slang). He always gave the sense of humor in every 
posting that was posted. It was sequenced. 
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Learning new words was depend on the student’s strategy of learning and the 
motivation of learning the language. It means they were getting different vocabulary 
hearsay. Then, the researcher was in doubt for deciding the kind of vocabulary delivered 
that were gotten by Instagram has the new one or the known vocabulary. But, the 
researcher has found that the new vocabulary has increased the hearsay of the Gen Z 
students and for the known vocabulary has fixed the error knowledge that they were 
known before. It was also supported by students answered in Interviewed that: 
 (There are the new ones and the known ones. New Vocabulary was being an 
input of hearsay for me. However, the known vocabulary was being the 
repairmen for me)   – M7 –  
The explanations above have shown us some evidence if Instagram was used in their 
daily life has their learning style. They were used Instagram to entertained their selves 
but they were in consciously and unconsciously situations has learned some vocabulary 
through Instagram postings.  
Following some English, Accounts to get the Input of English Content (Including 
Vocabulary) 
The processing of following an account to get an explanation of the English 
content. It was matched to the finding of the questionnaire that said the Gen Z students 
followed some English accounts on Instagram. Follow activities on Instagram. The Gen 
Z followed the English Accounts because they made the kind of like Learning 
Environment which was helping them improve their English terms, especially in 
English Vocabulary. It was also reinforced by Students perception about learning by 
Instagram in the Interview, he said that: 
 (When I open Instagram, I often to speak English at home, then my brother 
suggested me to follow @guruku_mr.d and @skinnyfabs, then I tried to follow. 
And now it will appear at Instagram home, and I like to explore by stalk the 
account) – M2 – 
 (I follow that account and I get input)  – M3 –  
 (Yes I also learn from Instagram, because Instagram is Universal, everyone is 
very easy to access it that’s why we don’t need to be going somewhere, we just 
need to open our gadget).   – M5 – 
  
The section when the student said “so we don’t need to go everywhere” it was 
given us a clue that they don’t need to go everywhere, they just need to make the 
learning environment for their own purposes including to improve their vocabulary 
through Instagram. In another answer of the questions, he said that:  
 (Instagram is more interesting, we don’t need to look for the vocabularies, it 
will just appear on our home account, but if we are looking for some 
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vocabularies it will be little trouble. Normally, Instagram is more enjoyable, 
we’ve gotten input) – M5 –   
All the students (Gen Z students) have vast experience in online social network 
specifically Instagram as they own their personal purposes and matters as such the task 
given pave the way for smooth learning. 
How do Gen Z students’ Instagram use at X Mipa 2, XI Bahasa and XII Mipa 6 in 
Man Kota Palangka Raya to improve the vocabulary? 
English video content was the most loved postings of Gen Z Students 
Related to one of the findings in the questionnaire showed us that Gen Z used 
Instagram to learn English. Furthermore, that based on the finding on Interview, Gen Z 
students are addicted to Instagram. If they open their mobile phone they always want to 
open the Instagram without any intentions on their mind. They were not focused on 
their previous others Intention, it was side-tracked by Instagram. That’s why Instagram 
is very convenient to learn even English Language, especially in improving vocabulary. 
It is like what the participants said In the Interview section that: 
 (Instagram, because I don’t know, I am kind of addicted because when I use a 
mobile phone I will always open Instagram even if I want to open another 
application)  – M8– 
This finding showed that Instagram was the most popular social media used. The three 
Instruments findings were shown us if they were using Instagram a lot on their daily life 
than another social media. Gen Z students were also influenced by Instagram. Instagram 
allowed the user to follow others people and vice versa. In this study, the Gen Z 
students were claimed that they have loved more to the video posting of English 
account. It was like the Gen Z said in the Interview section that:  
(Video, because we directly listen to pronunciation, directed implicated. You 
know that I am a little bit hard if I just read it, I need someone helped me to 
make all reasonable) – M8 –  
 (Video, Preferred the video shape of visual features (subtitle) and are viewed, 
are listened, and also preferring the video because it is easier to understand, 
that’s usually from the quotes, or so if you don’t know the meaning of searching 
for more) – M2 – 
Gen Z students’ steps to improve Vocabulary in Instagram  
To improve vocabulary there were steps to do, the students need to do the steps 
of vocabulary learning to make their hearsay were improved. The five steps were: 
The first main step for vocabulary learning was encountering new words; which 
means looking for sources forwards. In this steps, the students should to read and listen 
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about English vocabulary terms. English video content has encountered some new 
vocabulary which delivered, it was like what students said in the interviewed section: 
 (Yes I do, so often I’ve been getting new vocabularies and also the 
pronunciation) – M9 –  
 (There were quite a lot of new ones, but they realized something terrible on 
pronunciation and the writing of the vocabularies when gaining the known 
vocabulary)  – M2 –  
The English video content was delivered usually was subtitled, it means the 
subtitled was red by Gen Z students to facilitated the students’ understanding of the 
materials were given through video. It was like the students said that the video was 
subtitled and helped the students’ understanding:   
 (Video, Preferred the video shape of visual features which were subtitled and 
are viewed, are listened, and also preferring the video because it is easier to 
understand, that’s usually from the quotes, or so if you don’t know the meaning 
of searching for more)  – M2 – 
The process of reading was delegated by the subtitled in the video because the video 
was watched by Gen Z students. For the listening process, the students had the 
coherence to the students answered in Interviewed sections which were said that: 
(Video, because we directly listen to pronunciation then I feel like talking with 
him. Even if we knew the vocabulary sometimes we’ve gotten wrong and 
usually, it is fixed by the video) – M4 –  
The listening of the pronunciation and the explanations of the meaning was the listening 
process that students were doing in the English video content. 
The second essential step for vocabulary learning was gotten a clear image of 
the word form, spelling and pronunciation. Getting the form of a word was considered a 
very important step especially when learners were asked to define words.  According to 
the students answered in the interview section about what they have gotten by following 
the Instagram account was vocabulary meant, grammar and also the pronunciation of 
the vocabulary: 
 (Grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation)  – M7 – 
These process has made students were getting their learning environment. It was also 
supported by students answered in the interview: 
 (Instagram, because there are many contents which are given us the Knowledge. 
It’s like about religion, politics, and the new update information. The most 
important thing has I can learn about everything convenient on Instagram 
because I don’t have any intention to learn consciously) – M8 – 
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It was shown us if the Gen Z students were Digital Native who was the comfort to learn 
in digital technology. The users of Instagram were gotten some new words by the 
process of following each other because Instagram was allowed the followers have 
gotten postings. Based on the observation data that the researcher did, mostly the 
English content creators were posted English video content as their postings more than 
the meme. The students were liked the postings to express their feeling and agreed on 
perceptions. Those were like what students answered that they more loved the English 
video content and the observation data which were shown that student just liked the 
posting and never comment. The students were said about the activities on Instagram to 
the postings:  
 (It is quite a lot, but the comment is almost never) – M8 –  
They have liked the video as the media to improve their vocabulary especially in 
English Video Content which was delivered by the content creators. 
The third step for vocabulary learning has gotten the word meaning. It was done 
through some strategies such as asking the native speakers or people who know the 
learners‟ native language about the meaning of the word, stating the meaning to 
someone in order to enable them to give the exact word. Another way of getting word 
definition has had a bilingual friend or teacher in order to help the learner to get the 
word meaning. Finally, the most popular way of learning the word meaning is by 
contextualization or putting words in the situation. The learner then will guess the 
meaning of new words easily.  
The students were free to choose who was their teacher or their source of 
learning English to improve their vocabulary. They were had their own standards in 
choosing the source of learning, in this study mostly Gen Z students were chosen the 
@guruku_mr.d who was native speakers from the USA, Indonesian English content 
creator like @skinnyfabs who has the British posh accent, and others Indonesian 
English content creators like @randypratama.s who has concerned in American 
vocabulary and accent. These all depend on their appetites and their goal.  
The fourth main step was to emphasize the consolidation of word form and 
meaning in memory. It was learning word through their appropriate context in which 
learners can acquire the word meaning and form at the same time. The receiving 
vocabulary was also depended on the Gen Z students’ ability to memorize and how far 
they were influenced to the Internet. Related to the students answered in interviewed 
that most of them were “hard to remember and easy to forget” This case was also 
related to the one of the Gen Z students’ characteristics which was “skill gaps” and also 
another learning style of Gen Z students that was “Have short attention spans and multi-
task well”. These all can be called as the weakness of Gen Z students, but it should be 
solved. The way to solve the “weakness” of Gen Z was repetition. It was basic 
principles of learning and retention were involved. It was also like the Gen Z students 
said in the interviewer that 
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 (If the vocabulary is complicated, that will be hard that’s why I need to repeat 
that video in others time)  – M4 –  
 It has some gain which must be maximized by the Gen Z students and weakness which 
can be solved if they want to eclipse the weakness.  
The final step in learning vocabulary has used the words. Finally, learners need 
all these five steps in order to improve their vocabulary and learn full knowledge of the 
words they want to learn. This can be done through a variety of activities, strategies, or 
techniques that the learners apply in each step.  
Based on the Interview data, the students were asked about their habits to use 
English in their real lives. The data have shown that the students who had some private 
course said that they have used the vocabulary which was gotten by Instagram and they 
were also given some examples of vocabulary. It was upside done with the students who 
have not done some private that never used the vocabulary and could not give some 
examples of vocabulary.  
DISCUSSION 
How do Gen Z students perceive on Instagram as a platform to improve the 
vocabulary? 
Improving vocabulary through Instagram was being one of the learning styles of Gen 
Z students  
As the most popular social media platform in the Gen Z students like what have 
told by Lim and Yazdanifard (2014, p. 5), Instagram was also the most loved and the 
most usage by them. It was like what their answered about the most loved and the most 
use of social media platform in the interview section. The most loved and most usages 
of Instagram was caused because they were the “digital natives” who comfortable with 
the Internet like what was explained by Hartono (2014, p. 3). That’s why the researcher 
was not surprised if the Gen Z student has much loved in the learning process on 
Instagram because they were lived in the era which has used the technology in every 
term of life. No exception in the learning language proses, the student was strongly 
addicted to the students characteristic like Hartono (2013, p.4) said about one of the 
Gen Z students learning style what was called by edutainment. According to the 
interview, data was also shown that they loved to learn in Edutainment terms. They 
loved to entertain their selves and learning by consciously and unconsciously.     
The learning on Instagram was like the smooth learning like what have 
explained by Cabot (2014, p. 11) that said if The Gen Z students built their own 
Instagram to be the ecology of English learning process to improve their vocabulary in 
both consciously and unconsciously. Digital contexts were made the Gen Z students 
were learning English both consciously and unconsciously. It was also reinforced by 
finding which have found in the Interview section where shown if the students feeling 
conscious and unconsciously. It has made them were not needed to prepared the time or 
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place for learning English to improve the vocabulary like what have said by them in the 
interview. 
The Gen Z students were also comfortable with Instagram usage because they 
were “digital natives” like what was told by Barcelon cited by Harmanto (2013, p. 3). It 
made Instagram were acceptable on the public even though the sense of interesting 
postings which delivered by Instagram Account. It has not closed the possibility that 
vocabulary which was delivered by Instagram was acceptable by Gen Z students. 
     The most followed account by Gen Z students was @guruku_mr.d, it was like 
what was shown in the observation section and interviewed section. The observation 
and Interviewed data have shown 6 participants were following the account. It was 
caused that the posting was posted some Interesting contents even the viral content 
which was related with some vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation or some 
vocabulary that the students seldom to know (slang). He always gave the sense of 
humorous in every posting that were posted. It was sequenced like what Abad (2017, p. 
11) said about the EFL learning cannot be separated with a sense of humor. 
     According to Ahmadi, Ismail & Abdullah (2012, p. 190) which cited by Yongqi 
Gu (2003) in Wallace (2003) said that learning new words was depend on the students' 
strategy of learning and the motivation of learning the language. It means they were 
getting different vocabulary hearsay. Then, the researcher was in doubt for deciding the 
kind of vocabulary delivered that were gotten by Instagram has the new one or the 
known vocabulary. But, the researcher has found that the new vocabulary has increased 
the hearsay of the Gen Z students and for the known vocabulary has fixed the error 
knowledge that they were known before.   
The explanations above have shown us some evidence if Instagram was used in 
their daily life has their learning style. They were used Instagram to entertained their 
selves but they were in consciously and unconsciously situations has learned some 
vocabulary through Instagram postings.  
How do Gen Z students’ Instagram use at X Mipa 2, XI Bahasa and XII Mipa 6 in 
Man Kota Palangka Raya to improve the vocabulary? 
English video content was the steps in improving vocabulary by Gen Z students 
through Instagram 
As we know that the answer of first research question was about Instagram has 
their Learning style. In the second research question, we were found that the students 
were concerned in English Video Account on Instagram posting to improve their 
vocabulary.       
     Related to one of the findings in the questionnaire showed us that Gen Z used 
Instagram to learn English. Furthermore, that based on the finding on Interview, Gen Z 
students were addicted to the Instagram like one of the students said that if they open 
their mobile phone they always want to open the Instagram without any intentions on 
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their mind. They were not focused on their previous others Intention, it was side-tracked 
by Instagram. That’s why Instagram is very convenient to learn even English Language, 
especially in improving vocabulary.  
     This finding was related to the theory presented by Coley & Meghan (2015, 
p.77) that Instagram was the most popular social media used. The three Instruments 
findings were shown us if they were using Instagram a lot on their daily life than 
another social media. It was also supported that Gen Z students were also influenced by 
Instagram as was explained by Barcelon in Harmanto (2013, p. 3) which said that Gen Z 
students were influenced by the Internet. As we know that according to Bouhami (2016, 
p. 31) if Instagram allowed the user to follow others people and vice versa. The impact 
which has happened when the following each other process was done by the Gen Z 
students, they have gotten some posting of the user of the followed account (English 
content creator).  
     English video content was advised by Corey and Meghan (2017, p. 21 – 26) to 
utilize video-based learning. It was also correlated with Harmanto (2013, p. 4) in and 
Bond (2015, p. 8), which said that Gen Z students have excited and prefer to receive the 
info by visual term including video. It was the reason that made the Gen Z Students 
prefer to watch video on Instagram than the meme. The creator also knows and 
understood about this case. According to the data from observation, all of the most 
followed accounts always upload the video as the media to share English knowledge.  
     To improve vocabulary there were steps to do, the students need to do the steps 
of vocabulary learning to make their hearsay were improved like what Brown and 
Payne explained (1995, p.267), the researcher has taken a view that the Gen Z students’ 
Instagram used were done all of the steps to improve by Brown and Payne here the five 
steps were: 
     The first main step for vocabulary learning was encountering new words; which 
means looking for sources forwards. In this steps, the students should to read and listen 
about English vocabulary terms. The process of vocabulary has encountered the 
students because Instagram has allowed the users to uploaded photo/video like what 
was talked by Ting (2014, p.2) about Instagram activities. The English video content 
was delivered usually was subtitled, it means the subtitled was red by Gen Z students to 
facilitate the students’ understanding of the materials were given through video by the 
content English creators. The process of reading was delegated by the subtitled in the 
video because the video was watched by Gen Z students. For the listening process, the 
students had the coherence to the students answered in Interviewed sections which were 
said if they have listened the pronunciation of the vocabulary given.The listening of the 
pronunciation and the explanations of the meaning was the listening process that 
students were doing in the English video content.  
     The second essential step for vocabulary learning was gotten a clear image of 
the word form, spelling and pronunciation. Getting the form of a word was considered a 
very important step especially when learners were asked to define words.  According to 
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the students answered in the interview section about what they have gotten by following 
the Instagram account was vocabulary meant, grammar and also the pronunciation of 
the vocabulary. These process has made students were getting their learning 
environment. It’s like what was explained by Gottapati and Shankararaman (2017, p. 
392) and Santosa (2017, p. 183 – 208) about the convenient learning environment. It 
was also supported by students answered in the interview which said that they were 
shown us if the Gen Z students were Digital Native who was the comfort to learn in 
digital technology. 
     The users of Instagram were gotten some new words by the process of following 
each other because Instagram was allowed the followers have gotten postings. Based on 
the observation data that researcher did, mostly the English content creators were posted 
English video content as their postings more than the meme and the students were liked 
the postings to express their feeling and agreed with perceptions like Ting (2014, p. 2) 
about why students like the posting. Those were like what students answered that they 
more loved the English video content and the observation data which were shown that 
student just liked the posting and never comment. They have liked the video as the 
media to improve their vocabulary especially in English Video Content which was 
delivered by the content creators. 
The third step for vocabulary learning was getting the word meaning. It was 
done through some strategies such as asking the native speakers or people who know 
the learners‟ native language about the meaning of the word, stating the meaning to 
someone in order to enable them to give the exact word. Another way of getting word 
definition has had a bilingual friend or teacher in order to help the learner to get the 
word meaning. Finally, the most popular way of learning the word meaning is by 
contextualization or putting words in the situation. The learner then will guess the 
meaning of new words easily.  
The students were free to choose who was their teacher or their source of 
learning English to improve their vocabulary. They were had their own standards in 
choosing the source of learning, in this study mostly Gen Z students were chosen the 
@guruku_mr.d who was native speakers from the USA, Indonesian English content 
creator like @skinnyfabs who has the British posh accent, and others Indonesian 
English content creators like @randypratama.s who has concerned in American 
vocabulary and accent. These all depend on their appetites and their goal of vocabulary 
mastering (Ali, Sipra, & Ahmad, 2017, p. 263). 
The fourth main step was to emphasize the consolidation of word form and 
meaning in memory. It was learning word through their appropriate context in which 
learners can acquire the word meaning and form at the same time. The receiving 
vocabulary was also depended on the Gen Z students’ ability to memorize and how far 
they were influenced to the Internet. Related to the students answered in interviewed 
that most of them were “hard to remember and easy to forget” This case were also 
related to the one of the Gen Z students’ characteristic which was “skill gaps” like what 
have explained Tulgan (2013, para. 16) and also the another learning style of Gen Z 
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students that was “Have short attention spans and multi-task well” like what was 
explained by Harmanto (2013, p. 4). These all can be called as the weakness of Gen Z 
students, but it should be solved. The way to solve the “weakness” of Gen Z by the 
theory of repetition by Raaijimakers (2003, p. 432) which explain which said that 
repetition was basic principles of learning and retention were involved. It was also like 
the Gen Z students said in the interviewed that they strongly remembered of the 
vocabulary if they were repeated the video. It has some gain which must be maximized 
by the Gen Z students and weakness which can be solved if they want to eclipse the 
weakness.  
The final step in learning vocabulary has used the words. Finally, learners need 
all these five steps in order to improve their vocabulary and learn full knowledge of the 
words they want to learn. This can be done through a variety of activities, strategies, or 
techniques that the learners apply in each step. Based on the Interviewed data, the 
student was asked about their habits to use English in their real lives. The data have 
shown that the students who were had some private course said that they were used the 
vocabulary which was gotten by Instagram and they were also given some examples of 
vocabulary. It was upside done with the students who have not done some private that 
never used the vocabulary and could not give some examples of vocabulary.  
These explanations were shown that the English video content cannot be the one 
and only source which were used by Instagram event though they were completed the 
steps above. English video content was just the appropriate supporting terms on the 
usage of Instagram to improve vocabulary. It was coherence by the theory of Monica, 
Anamaira & Mirrabella (2014, p. 128 – 129) which was said that Social media 
(Instagram) could become the effective tool and medium for backing traditional 
learning for learning English vocabulary. Furthermore, Gen Z was also prefer learning 
to visual learning include the video like was told in by Bond (2015, p.8).  
The English video content was media that used by Gen Z to explore actives in 
improving vocabulary. They have got vocabulary which was gotten from the content 
creators’ accounts. Their Instagram’ activities through English video content were 
suitable with the steps to improve the Instagram. It meant that the Gen Z students’ used 
of Instagram was according to English Video Content. That seems like students 
activities of “Like and comment”, their repeating of video to remember the video and 
others activities that have been explained.  
CONCLUSION 
The overall feedback given by the respondents were mostly positive. Instagram 
was included as the part of their learning style, which was called by Edutainment. 
(Hartono, 2014, p.4).  Furthermore, Edutainment as one of Gen Z students learning 
styles has made them feel comfortable in learning English through Instagram. The 
students thought if the process of following some accounts has produced some input 
from every English creator contents’ posting. However, the output of the students’ 
ability was totally different, it depended on their ability to receive and remembering 
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vocabulary input. (Hartono, 2014, p. 4) If the students have some trouble with the 
memorizing the materials, the students can repeat a lot of the materials until they were 
remembered. (Raaijimakers, 2003, p. 432) 
This study found that Gen Z students preferred using English video content to 
others media on Instagram (Bond, 2015, p. 8). It was also found that Instagram was 
considered an interesting English vocabulary input (Corey & Meghan, 2017, p. 21-26). 
Moreover, the visualized English content offered them fancy attraction by several steps 
in ¬Brown and Payne’s theory (1995, p.267). The Gen Z students have applied several 
steps in order to deal with English Video Content for improving their vocabulary, the 
steps were applied on Instagram through English Video Content. The steps were 
encountering new words which was gotten from the posting, getting the words form 
which shown from material in video, getting vocabulary meaning was also gotten by the 
material in video, consolidating of word form and meaning in memory were done by 
students activities in Instagram, and the final steps were the students usage of words 
which depend on their each ability.  
The study has shown if it was just the supporting traditional learning way, the 
students still needed some private class and others supported the learning environment. 
The findings of this study share comparable results with research of similar nature, 
particularly if Social media become a very effective tool and medium for backing the 
traditional learning and for learning English Vocabulary (Monica, Anamaira & 
Mirrabella, 2014, p. 128-129). 
The researcher has some suggestions based on this study. First, it is suggested to 
all Gen Z students who have the Instagram account to follow some English account on 
Instagram. Because Instagram was given another environment where will give you the 
suitable environment. If the students want to improve the vocabulary, the Instagram was 
the one appropriate steps which will help them to support their learning environment.  
Second, the problem of Gen Z students was the skill gaps which made them so 
different one another. There were the Gen Z students who were easy to remember the 
material given in Instagram, but there were another Gen Z students who were hard to 
remember the material given. The repeating of materials, again and again, could be the 
solution of them. That’s why the researcher gives suggestions in learning language 
through Instagram must be repeated the postings to make sure the students receiving 
memory.  
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